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Every profession has its jargon, and Ceramics, being an older profession, has more than its share. "Throwing pots," and "firing kilns" are common enough, but some people may also wonder about the phrase "making clay."
No one actually makes clay. Clay is made of microscopic flakes of rock, shaped something like playing cards. The planet just makes clay as part of the natural weathering of rock. Because the parent rocks vary, and the travels of the particles vary, no two clays are exactly the same. Each deposit has an individual combination of particle size, physical purity, texture, color, and temperature range.
For potters, this provides both an opportunity and a problem.
The problem is that clay from a single deposit is only rarely suitable for making pots. Often the clay matures (vitrifies) at too low a temperature or cracks too easily or shrinks too much. Maybe its trace impurities give it an undesirable color. The complete range and subtlety of native clays are beyond numbering.
However, the opportunity exists for the potter to alter one clay by combining it with another clay. Each clay then moderates the properties of the other. Of course, more than two clays can be used and this leads to the use of "clay body recipes." These recipes are often exchanged and collected by potters in the same way that cooks exchange and collect food recipes. Each clay body (clay of a specific mixture) has known properties to meet known needs. To make our clay, we buy finely powdered clays from mines all across the country and have them shipped to u s . Rather than arriving by dumptruck or wheelbarrow, the clay comes in paper bags, like dog food, each bag weighing fifty or a hundred pounds. Stacked neatly on wooden pallets, several tons can be quickly removed from the delivery truck and stored inside by fork-lift. For most ingredients the total cost is less than fifteen cents per pound.
To mix a particular recipe, the measured amounts (measured by weight) are emptied into an old industrial dough mixer and thoroughly combined. This is dusty, physical work, requiring ventilation systems, dust masks, strong bodies, and a certain willingness to get dirty.
Once mixed dry, water is added and mixed in to create the desired consistency (firm or soft).
The recipe I most often use involves APGreen Fireclay (white bags with gree lettering), Goldart (a bright yellow bag marked "Cedar Heights"), Ball Clay (a dull brown bag marked simply "0M4," for "Old Mine #4"), Redart (a bright red bag), powdered Silica (often called "Flint," in a blue and white bag), and so on. A normal batch makes about three hundred pounds of throwing clay, the amount of clay a hard-working professional potter might make into pots in a single morning.
Making clay is not a lot of fun-I don't know anyone who looks forward to the chore-but it has its peculiar pleasures. Of course, enjoying something, even in all its parts, does not automatically make you good at it. However, improvement in anything requires attention, patience, and the stamina to continue beyond the inevitable mistakes and failures. Without an enjoyment of the process, a love of the most unlikely things, the only emotion which can see you through to mastery is cold stubbommess.
I tell myself, with each new garden, perhaps this year's crop will be better. And in time, perhaps I will learn to enjoy all the little jobs in the garden, and the results will then take care of themselves. One must always start with the basics, the smallest parts, the unseen chores, the grubby jobs-like making clay, and the potential to combine all those elements into something worthwhile.
ESSAY II FAILURE
As a culture, we don't spend much time studying failure, or admitting that we ought to. It's un-American. Traditionally, our nation wins, celebrating victory with lavish glee, and sweeping failures quickly under the rug. We speak to ourselves of "the agony of defeat." Yet within the vast realm of failure lies all the improvement, innovation, and wonder of our future. We already do those things we have succeeded a t . Our future depends upon studying those things we have not yet been able to do, our failures.
Failure has allowed us to define the outer limits of our current abilities and to understand the principles underlying our successes.
Scientists depend upon broad samplings dominated by negative results.
Statesmen review the failures of history to negotiate political solutions. And artists generate dozens of failures for each successful work of art, scanning each inadequate sketch, or photograph, or pot, for the seeds of future innovations and success.
As an example, a potter might formulate an experimental blue glaze and find, after firing a sample, that the glaze did not turn out blue, but rather, black. In the common view, the potter failed and needs to re-consider hundreds of factors (including the glaze formula, glaze materials, mixing procedure, firing schedule, and glaze application) in order to correct the problem. However, in such a situation, "failure" presents many opportunities. Chief among these opportunities is the 'black' glaze itself. The foolish artist might just throw the sample away as being unacceptable as a blue. However, the sample might, indeed, be an excellent black, or the starting point for development of an excellent black. To the scientists, trying to develop a stronger adhesive, such a weak result constituted a failure. However, by studying their results, and thinking creatively, they saw a success in that failure.
What had failed as a strong, permanent bond, succeeded as a special purpose product, of great convenience, never before available. Inherent to that human spirit is the strength to endure and the courage to take risks. Doctors 'lose* patients, lawyers lose cases, machines break down, and so do people, but no one loses more than when they fail to examine their mistakes or to risk making more.
Life can not be just 'win or lose' but, rather, each of us must, inevitably, fail, and learn, and try again. 'Work' implies difficulty and effort. For the potter, that often means long hours and a large quantity of finished pots.
But it can also refer to extensive reading, research, experimentation, and the struggle to achieve quality. It can mean the heaviest of The classic example is the politician, saying the things that each audience wants to hear, stroking each set of special interests, and softening all public statements to avoid offense. Compromise and tact are very civilized attributes, but each of us must realize that our integrity (or more importantly, the public perception of our integrity) is at stake.
Art, especially, has come to focus narrowly on the artist, on issues of authorship, authenticity, and individual genius. Lacking any single standard of quality or beauty for works of art, patrons must now consider the market value of the artists themselves.
Originality and individual character become the artist's products, even more than craftsmanship and skill.
Of course, if your name is the unique commodity, your works must be clearly recognizable as yours, and yours alone. To work in someone else's style, no matter how exemplary that style is, means falling into their shadow and losing your significance as an individual. This is, of course, short-sighted and unreasonable, but nonetheless, it exists. The highest prices in the art world are only tangentially related to the direct importance of the object.
The bulk of the "value" relates to the historical and fetishistic importance of the artist.
In the academic setting, students often have difficulty finding an appropriate distance between their own work and that of their teachers. At one extreme, the two products are identical, differing only in the greater craftsmanship and experience of the teacher.
At the other extreme, the student rebels completely, refusing to accept any limitations, guidance, or teaching. Though the image is romantic, recalling icons of misunderstood artistic genius, in practice, the attitude is short-sighted, ignorant, and wasteful.
Any teacher may pose a problem, even a fairly restrictive one, and the good student can find room within the limitations for an individual solution. The obligation remains on the student, as well as on the professional artist, to find solutions that reflect their own values and experiences. No two people would naturally, without external constraints, draw the world the same, or debate an issue the same, or run their homes the same. Often, however, we forget to define our true limitations and creatively utilize the spaces in between. We just meet the minimum requirements, or submit what we know will be acceptable. We get by, wasting opportunities to challenge assumptions, to expand the potential of materials, and to do our own stuff.
Sometimes this waste, this failing to do our own stuff, is a matter of fear. So often I have heard myself explain to others that, "I was going to do that, but I was afraid that...." The phrase has even started to ring alarm bells in my mind, for it reeks of cowardice and waste.
If I had a legitimate justification for my inaction, I would say, "I was going to do that, but I realized that something else would be better, or something definite would make it impossible." I would have a reason. I would be operating from knowledge. The phrase "I was afraid that," implies ignorance, doubt, and an unwillingness to test the situation to reach actual results. "I was afraid that," is a clear statement of defeat, defeat without so much as a struggle. For almost a year now, these values (and those expressed in the previous essays) have lead me to experiment in the direction of ceramic chairs. These are functional objects, intended to be comfortable, attractive, and uniquely durable. I make these chairs for the same reasons I make coffee mugs and other pots; as vessels; as simple, sculptural forms; and as objects that touch people.
I have yet to really please myself with any of the chairs I have made so far, and thus, considered them inappropriate for this thesis. I will, necessarily, focus on them in the next.
I find the chairs interesting, but still significantly unsuccessful.
The mugs I find successful, but somewhat uninteresting. The water jar is both successful and interesting.
The bronze lid-a choice of material suggested by the work of Prof. Robert Archambeau, of the University of Manitoba-was cast using a resinated sand mold and wax melt-out process developed by Prof.
Julius Schmidt of the University of Iowa Sculpture Department.
David Koslowski, a fellow graduate student, provided invaluable assistance during the actual bronze pour. The top surface of the lid still bears the texture of the sand mold, as well as the marks of the heat patina I applied to it later.
The body of the jar was thrown on the wheel, altered by a simple dimpling to create four sides, and fired in a wood-fired kiln The mouth of the jar, and its lid, are asymmetrical, and each was stamped (during their manufacture) with the Japanese character for "dragon." These marks allow the lid to be correctly aligned with very little difficulty, and the "dragon" serves as a signature (referring to elements in my life much too numerous and intricate to be covered here).
I am very fond of this jar, and fervently hope that it will enjoy a long and happy association with the University's collection.
